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 Activity  Time Guide Real time guide 

 

 Registration and welcome 30 minutes 08:30 

 Activity 1: Reflections: Term  2 Tracker           30 minutes 09:00 

 Activity 2: Introduction to the Term 3 Tracker 20 minutes 09:30 

 Activity 3:  3.1 Responses to  CAPS introduction to 

assessment. 

3.2 Language and concepts associated with assessment 

20 minutes 09:50 

 Activity 4: Unpacking a rubric: Oral Assessment Tasks  30 minutes 10:10 

 Break 20 minutes 10:30 

 Activity 5: 5.1 Marking Codes 

                   5.2 Writing rubric: Marking the letter (Text 1) 

30 minutes 10:50 

 Activity5.3: Group Marking of an essay (Text 2) 30 minutes 11:20 

 Activity 5.3: Individual  Marking an essay  Text 3 30  minutes 11:50 

 Activity 6: Moderation of Assessment 30 minutes 12:20 

 Activity 7: Taxonomy         30 minutes 12:50 

 Activity 8: Reflections on assessment 30 minutes 13:20 

 Announcements, feedback questionnaire  and closure           10 minutes  13:30 

 

Checklist of items required for this Workshop 

 
Handouts 

 
Number 

 
Check 

Copies of Planning and Tracking document for grades 8 & 9 1 per participant 
 

 

Copies of the Participants’ Workbook 
 

1 per participant  

Other items   

For each participant, the most commonly used EFAL learning 

resources. These will include Learner’s Books and Teacher’s 

Guides. 

1 set per participant; 

participants should bring 

their own 

 

A Dictionary    

Flipchart or board As required  
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OPENING AND WELCOME 

 

 OUTCOMES 

This workshop aims to achieve the following:     

 Analysing  assessment requirements as per CAPS 

 Unpacking  rubrics for oral and written tasks 

 Marking written texts using a rubric and providing feedback 

 Analysing moderation requirements 

 Reviewing  a marking code 

 

Section A 
 

Activity 1: REFLECTION on the Term 2  TRACKER                                                     (20 MINUTES) 

1.1 Reflection on the use of Trackers as Facilitating Tools for curriculum coverage 

1.2 In your implementation of the writing workshop, what were your successes? 

1.3 Describe briefly the impact it had on your learners writing? 

1.4 Briefly describe the challenges that your learners still have in writing. What support do you have in 

mind? 

1.5 Was there any aspect that was not covered? How will you make up for missed lessons? 

 

ACTIVITY 2: INTRODUCTION TO THE TERM 3 TRACKER    (15 MINUTES) 

 Turn to page 1  of the tracker and to find the LTSM that you are using and add a bookmark 

to it.  Focus on the assessment requirements  for Term 3.   

 When planning the lessons for each day, remember to refer to the suggestions given in the 

Teacher’s Guide. There are also references to the readers. 
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SECTION B  

Introduction 

Assessment is the cornerstone of education. It is an integral part of teaching and learning.     

ACTIVITY 3:  CAPS  introduction to Assessment : Pages 118 to 127              30 minutes                                                                             

3.1 Study the following introduction to Assessment from CAPS (PAGE 118) and work in pairs to discuss 
the questions that follow: 

 

Assessment is a continuous planned process of identifying, gathering and interpreting 

information about the performance of the learners. It involves four steps: generating and 

collecting evidence of achievement; evaluating evidence; recording the findings and using the 

information to understand and thereby assist the learner’s development in order to improve 

the process of learning and teaching. 

Assessment should be both informal (Assessment for Learning) and formal ( Assessment of 

Learning). In both cases regular feedback should be provided to learners to enhance the 

learning experience. 

 

 

3.1.1 Identify the key words in the above introduction. 

3.1.2 What implication do these key words have for learning and teaching? 

3.1.3 How can we use the information to assist the learners? Think of a few concrete 

examples. 

3.1.4 What is the difference between assessment for learning and assessment of learning?   

3.1.5 What is the purpose of informal assessment? How can it assist you in planning and 

preparation of lessons that follow? 

3.2   Do you agree with the following statements? 

3.2.1  Assessment of reading should take place regularly and should not be a once off assessment. 

3.2.2  Formal reading assessment should focus on reading aloud as well as activities which help to 

determine how much the learner has understood, for example, re-telling a story or answering 

questions.  

3.2.3  Assessment of written work will focus primarily on the learner’s ability to convey meaning, as 

well as correct language structures and use, spelling and punctuation. 
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Activity 3: 3 

Table 3:1 Language and concepts associated with assessment 

Working in pairs, match the lettered items of the column to appropriate items in the second column. (10 

min) 

A Baseline  Assessment  A scheduled ,planned set of assessment tasks 

B Summative  Assessment  Unscheduled day-to-day assessment 

C Continuous Assessment  An analysis of tests and exam results 

D External assessment  An evaluation by a person of the same age or status. 

E Informal   End point evaluation 

F Formal Assessment Tasks  Assessment activities undertaken throughout the 
year 

G Diagnostic   Assessment done by outside body 

H Peer Assessment  A test to ascertain  learner abilities 

 

Table 3: 2 Assessment-related concepts. 

A Norms  Numerical data 

B Benchmark  Thinking back 

C Average  The middle number in a frequency distribution. 

D Mean  Ensuring consistency in marking  

E Median  Information on performance of a task 

F Statistical   Equally far from two extremes 

G Moderation  An accepted standard 

H Reflection  A total number divided by the number of items 
contributing to the total. 

I Feedback  An assessment tool/Description in a cell identifying 
salient features of a rubric 

j Rubric/Descriptor   A point of reference 

 

3.3 Why is assessment important for planning?  In pairs discuss the relevance of the following 

statements: 

• The results of assessment tell the teacher what learners already know and can do. 

• This is your starting point for planning your programme. 

• Not all learners will be at the same stage in their development; assessment enables you to make 

your lessons more appropriate to learners so that they are learning at an appropriate level of 

challenge. 

• Ongoing assessment enables you to evaluate how effective your teaching has been. 
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• Assessment enables you to adjust your plans as you go along so that all your learners are making 

progress. 

3.4 Notes on types of assessment 

      3.4.1 Baseline Assessment 

• Teachers do baseline assessment at the beginning of the year in order to establish what learners 

already know and can do.   

• It also enables you to understand the needs of  your learners and plan your programme.   

• It can involve observation, written tests and records of learners’ prior achievement. 

       3.4.2 Formative Assessment (Sometimes called Assessment for Learning) 

• The purpose of formative assessment is to provide feedback to the learner so that he/she can 

improve.  It also enables the teacher to improve her teaching of reading.   

• Formative assessment makes it possible for the teacher to track the progress of individual 

learners.  It is usually informal and continuous, and it is not ‘for marks’.   

• Formative assessment helps both learners and teachers to set goals.   

3.4.3 The Role of Formative Assessment 

• Feedback provides the learner with information about what he/she is getting right and where 

and how he/she needs to improve.  It enables the learner to set goals for improvement. 

• Accurate feedback is an essential part of formative assessment.  Without this, it is very difficult 

for a learner to improve. 

         3.4.4 Summative Assessment 

• The purpose of summative assessment is to evaluate a learning at the end of a unit of learning 

or a period of term e.g. at the end of term or at the end of the year. 

• In summative assessment learning is often measured against some standard or criteria e.g. the 

assessment standards in the CAPS 

• In summative assessment a mark or grade is usually given e.g. in the CAPS the following codes 

are used: 1. not achieved …. 7. outstanding achievement 

• Summative assessment is usually formal and written. 
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Assessment methodology is the subject of much debate in education. No matter how this issue is 

argued, the reality is that at the end of the year and at other pre-determined times the learner has 

to be awarded a mark or a grade which reflects their level of achievement. This assessment 

should be reliable, valid and transparent. It should be reliable in that it reflects what it sets out to 

measure, valid in that it is unbiased and objective, and it is transparent in that everyone involved 

knows how a mark or grade was arrived at.  

A rubric sets out to ensure these objectives by declaring the criteria for levels of achievement and 

it suggests the appropriate mark or mark range. 

4.1 Activity 

 With reference to the assessment of oral work, in groups of two discuss what criteria you would 

set up for assessing oral work.  

A rubric suggested in Platinum.  

Reading aloud 

Criteria 2 1 0 Mark out of 2 
Total:10 

1.Pronunciation Pronounces word 
well 

Pronounces words 
adequately 

Pronounces words 
poorly 

 

2.Fluency Pays attention to 
punctuation and 
reads smoothly 

Pays attention to 
most, but not all 
punctuation and 
reads reasonably 
smoothly 

Does not pay 
attention to 
punctuation and 
does not read 
smoothly  

 

3.Clarity  Read loudly and 
clearly 

Reads reasonably 
loudly and clearly 

Read softly – it is 
difficult to hear all 
the words 

 

4.Expression  Uses good 
expression  

Uses adequate 
expression 

Uses no 
expression  

 

4.Confidence  Learner is 
confident and 
comfortable 

Learner is 
confident and 
comfortable 

Learner is neither 
confident nor 
comfortable 

 

     

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 4:   UNPACKING A RUBRIC -  ORAL WORK 
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4.2 Activity 

 Work in pairs.  

 Discuss and make suggestions on how the rubric on Reading Aloud could be improved. In your 

discussion consider pace (reading speed) and the ability to understand (making meaning) of 

what has been read. 

B: Listening and speaking 

4.3 Activity  

 Work in pairs 

 Fill in descriptors in the rubric below: 

The learner 0-2 Not 
achieved 

3-4 
Moderate 
elementary  

5-6  
Adequate 

7-8  
Substantial 
meritorious  

9-10 
Outstanding 

 Includes all the 
important 
information 

     

 Uses language 
correctly 

     

 Speaks clearly 
and pronounces 
word correctly 

     

 Is comfortable 
and confident 
speaking 

     

 

 

 

Activity 5: Marking Codes and Writing Rubrics 

5.1 Marking Codes 

5.1.1 Work with a partner look through the marking codes that appears below.  

 Try to establish how many of these aspects can be used when you are marking your learners 

writing in the respective grades that you are teaching. 

 Can these codes assist the teacher to provide the learner with feedback. 
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Abbrev. Meaning Action 
Irr. Irrelevant  Not relevant to the topic – 

omit and re-write 
Rep. repetition Information is repeated 

Sent. Sentence not correct Re- construct the sentence 
W W Wrong Word Replace with the correct 

word 
W.O. Word order is 

incorrect 
Correct the word order 

// Start new paragraph  
Λ Word is missing Fill in the word/s 
Sp. Spelling error Correct the spelling 
Punct punctuation Correct the punctuation 

error 

C.L. Capital letter Use capital letter /s 
V T Wrong Verb Tense Correct the tense 
Pr . Incorrect Pronoun Use the right pronoun 
TS Topic Sentence Re-write topic sentence  

LW Linking word left out 
or incorrectly used 

Insert or use correct linking 
word 

Prep. Missing or incorrect 
preposition 

Insert or correct the 
preposition 

5.2  Work in pairs and look closely at the rubric for assessing written texts on the next page and 

discuss  whether it will enable the teacher to mark objectively.  
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5.2 Joint marking of a written text.  

Refer to Appendix -  sample of friendly letter.  

Topic: Write a letter to a friend telling him/ her about your new Grade 7 class. 

The facilitator will discuss how the assessment was done and the feedback that is to be given to the 

learner. 

Letter: Write a letter to a friend telling him of your new grade 7 class. 

Topic  and content: 7/14 

 Writer responds to all parts of the topic. 

 However, the topic ideas are not developed well.  

 The writer therefore gets a score of 7 

Language usage: 3/7 

 The writing is riddled with errors.  There is not a single error free sentence.   

 While the reader may follow the text and make sense of it, there too many errors for the task to 

be given a score of 4.  Score:  3 

Format and length: 4/7 

 Appropriate format is used. 

 Some evidence of paragraph awareness.  

 Ideas or information in the paragraph is jumbled. 

Score: 4 

Length: 2/2 

Total: 16/30 

Points for Feedback 

 Learner has poor control over capitalization. 

 Concord errors 

 Poor spelling 

 Poor sentence structure. 
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5.3 Group marking of a written text. 

Refer to text 2 – an essay on “A trip to Flag Farm” 

The following marks were allotted for text 2: 

Topic and Content:  8/14 

Language usage:       4/7 

Format:                      4/7 

Length:                       2/2 

Total:                         18/30 

In groups, read the essay( Text 2) and provide feedback on each of the above aspects. (You may use 

feedback given in the exemplar for Activity 5.2 above as a guide.) 

5.4 Individual marking of an essay. 

Choose any one of the other pieces of written work and mark it individually, using the 

rubric. After you have done this, provide feedback for the learner. 

 

Activity 6:  Looking at moderation 

You are expected to moderate colleagues’ exam papers and the marked scripts.  

How do you do this?   

(Note:  The Department has compiled a booklet on Quality Assurance. Please refer to this 
booklet ) 

The information or checklist below is to make implementation easier when doing moderation of 
an examination script. Some of the items mentioned are for the pre moderation and others for 
the post moderation. 
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  Checklist for Moderation 

Refer to Quality Assurance document for detailed requirements.  

The following is what a moderator should look for when doing pre and post moderation. 

  Subject   Tick  or 
comment    

1 Cover page Format and instructions 

Time and date 

Marks 

Examiner and Moderator 

Grade 

Paper 

 

2 Body Contents  tested  as per CAPS  

Numbering of questions 

Mark scheme (CAPS requirements) 

 

3 Questions  Levels of questions (in accordance with requirements) 

Instructions and questions are clear and unambiguous  

 

4 Marking 
memo 

Instructions or guidance on marking per question (mark allocation)  

5 Moderation 
of marked 
scripts 

Selection of scripts.  (Normally 10%)  

6 Feedback Common errors and strengths   

  Diagnostic report  

7    

8    
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 Activity  7 

Below is a report with many grammatical, punctuation and spelling mistakes. Work in pairs 

and do the following: 

7.1 identify the errors. 

7.2 Explain the error. 

7.3 Correct the errors 

7.4 Refer to a taxonomy and set  questions 

How to prevent young people from smoking 

Why does  some young  people start smoking, but others do not? We need to know this so that we can 

encourageall teenagers to chose not to smoke. 

M ore young boys smoke than girls. There are much reasons for this Girls are more likelier to be worried 

about there appearance and they will not want to smell of ciggarettesin their breathe.Boys think it looks 

tough and adult to smoke.Also boys are more likely to brake their parents rules about not smoking. 

Some teenagers start to smoke becos they have to much money. It is simple: if you don’t have  money 

to buy  cigarettes, you are more likely to smoke. Ofcourse there will always be some who will manage to 

smoke anyway. Peraphs they will lend money from their frends. Or perhaps they will steel cigarettes or 

shop lift them. But most teenagers will nopt smoke if they’re parents do not give them money. In many 

South African familys girls have fewer money then boys do, so they cannot afford buying cigarettes. 

All so, schools orv youth groups need to run education programme’s  to make young people  realize 

smoking dangers. If the know about lung deseases such as cancer , then thy can decide not to smoke. 

Youn people themselfes encourage others not to start smoke. They must use peer pressure to good 

affect, and refuse to let people to smoke near they. 

Finaly there should be more strict controls on illegal cigarette sellers .People what import cigarettes 

ilegaly do not pay tax, so they can cell the cigarettes for less money than shops does. Also it is against 

the law to sell lose cigarettes, and it is against the law tosell cigarettes to Anyone over the age of 

18.people who break those laws sould be persecuted.  
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Text 2: 

Topic and Content :  8 

Language usage:  4 

Format and length:  4 
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